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The Planned Economies and International Economic Organizations was written at a time when the Soviet Union and
other centrally planned economies were seeking closer links with the mainstream world.

You can help by adding to it. September In the Hellenistic and post-Hellenistic world, "compulsory state
planning was the most characteristic trade condition for the Egyptian countryside, for Hellenistic India , and to
a lesser degree the more barbaric regions of the Seleucid , the Pergamenian , the southern Arabian , and the
Parthian empires [ The Soviet government founded Gosplan in , but the period of the NEP intervened before
regular Five-year plans started in Advantages of economic planning[ edit ] The government can harness land,
labours, and capital to serve the economic objectives of the state. Consumer demand can be restrained in favor
of greater capital investment for economic development in a desired pattern. In international comparisons,
state-socialist nations compared favorably with capitalist nations in health indicators such as infant mortality
and life expectancy, although the statistics concerning infant mortality are self-reported and based on varying
standards. This is what happened in the Soviet Union during the s when the government forced the share of
GNP dedicated to private consumption from eighty percent to fifty percent. Disadvantages of economic
planning[ edit ] Inefficient resource distribution: This difficulty was notably written about by economists
Ludwig von Mises and Friedrich Hayek , who referred to subtly distinct aspects of the problem as the "
economic calculation problem " [21] and " local knowledge problem " [22] respectively. This phenomenon is
recognized as spontaneous order. Additionally, misallocation of resources would naturally ensue by
redirecting capital away from individuals with direct knowledge and circumventing it into markets where a
coercive monopoly influences behavior, ignoring market signals. According to Tibor R. Machan, "Without a
market in which allocations can be made in obedience to the law of supply and demand, it is difficult or
impossible to funnel resources with respect to actual human preferences and goals. But they could never have
delivered economic self-management, they would always have been slow to innovate as apathy and frustration
took their inevitable toll, and they would always have been susceptible to growing inequities and inefficiencies
as the effects of differential economic power grew. Under central planning neither planners, managers, nor
workers had incentives to promote the social economic interest. Nor did impeding markets for final goods to
the planning system enfranchise consumers in meaningful ways. But central planning would have been
incompatible with economic democracy even if it had overcome its information and incentive liabilities. And
the truth is that it survived as long as it did only because it was propped up by unprecedented totalitarian
political power. Socialism While socialism is not equivalent to economic planning or to the concept of a
planned economy, an influential conception of socialism involves the replacement of capital markets with
some form of economic planning in order to achieve ex-ante coordination of the economy. The goal of such an
economic system would be to achieve conscious control over the economy by the population, specifically, so
that the use of the surplus product is controlled by the producers. Computational economic planning[ edit ] In
their book Towards a New Socialism the computer scientist Paul Cockshott from the University of Glasgow
and the economist Allin Cottrell from the Wake Forest University claim to demonstrate, in detail, how a
democratically planned economy built on modern computer technology is possible and drives the thesis that it
would be both economically more stable than the free market economies and also morally desirable. In , when
the development of computer technology was still its early stages, the socialist Allende administration of Chile
launched Project Cybersyn to install a telex machine in every corporation and organisation in the economy for
the communication of economic data between firms and the government. The data was also fed into a
computer simulated economy for forecasting. A control room was built for realtime observation and
management of the overall economy. Fictional portrayals of planned economies[ edit ] The novel Looking
Backward by Edward Bellamy depicts a fictional planned economy in a United States around the year which
has become a socialist utopia. The former is a consumer economy designed to engender productivity while the
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latter is a shortage economy designed as an agent of totalitarian social control. Airstrip One is organised by the
euphemistically named Ministry of Plenty. The difference is that it was a primitivist planned economy, as
opposed to the advanced technology of We or Brave New World.
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From the Soviet bloc to the European Union: the economic and social transformation of Central and Eastern Europe
since / Ivan T. Berend. HC B Economic development in East-Central Europe in the 19th and 20th centuries / [by] IvÃ¡n
T. Berend and GyÃ¶rgy RÃ¡nki.

Communist ideology retreated in the face of advancing market, and international financial organizations took a
leading role in conducting laissez faire principles. The results were, nevertheless, controversial. The agreement
could be found in that both domestic preconditions and external assistance were decisive for the success of
post-communist economic transition, and international financial organizations play a vital role in this process
as the agents of internationalization. Their ability to promote post-communist reforms and to make these
reforms beneficial for their recipients remains very important. This paper reviews the instruments which the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund use for marketization of transitioning states. For that the
paper distinguishes three levels, at which the respective organizations act: The Theory of Post-Communist
Marketization Post-communist marketization was not the first phenomenon spotted by economists. Economic
development, preceding the dissolution of communist system, provided empirical grounds for various
theoretical elaborations, and three schools of economic thought became particularly powerful. A paradigm
shift took place at the beginning of the XX century, with the outburst of the Great Depression, when John
Maynard Keynes questioned the postulates of free market economy by stressing the importance of state
regulation and government interventions, especially during recessions. A takeoff of the prices on oil led to the
leap of cost on industrial goods, transportation and, as a result, caused strong drop of demand. Under such
conditions, an increase of governmental spending widely used mechanism in Keynesian approach could have
resulted in a greater inflation and further economic decline. Solution was found in a strict monetary policy,
offered by representatives of neoliberal approach. Milton Friedman stressed that control over money supply
affected pricing and production, and the establishment of real prices was a key precondition for market
equilibrium Friedman, The governments of stagflating countries adopted monetarist developments and
produced policies that signified a new approach towards economic regulation. Whole scale liberalization
declared by the proponents of monetarism added onto the spread of globalization around the world, with
international financial organizations, such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, playing an
outstanding role in it. The former supported long-run investment and developmental programs, while the latter
promoted macroeconomic stabilization for the sake of sustainable economic growth IMF, In such a way, a set
of neoliberal policies declared in the Washington Consensus became a model for post-communist
marketization. Nevertheless, the Washington Consensus was set up as a roadmap for transition. Moreover,
some measures such as control over inflation and monetary expansion are mutually exclusive. Finally,
disruption of reforms in one field may lead to an overall failure of reformation Rodrik, due to a complex and
interdependent character of reforms. The debate between radical reformers and gradualists seemed to have
faded Popov, , but is still continuing, with the ongoing revision of international financial organizations work.
What remains stable is, as the history of economic thought demonstrates, that none of existing approaches
theorizes on the nature of transition as a whole and the nature of post-communist transition, in particular. But
is there room for international financial organizations to maneuver then? The Logic behind the Reforms When
it comes to the choice of transition strategy, the key barrier for sovereign states decision-making lies in search
of financing for reforms implementation. Therefore, the main critique, which international financial
organizations receive in dealing with transition, refers primarily to conceptual and theoretical gaps, which
neoliberalism and its quintessence, the Washington Consensus, have. From theoretical prospective,
neoliberalism does not deal with a transition as a change from one system to another. Then why was it chosen
among others as the only cure from planned economy? There is no clear answer on this question, as is no clear
evidence in favor of other theoretical schools as a tool of transition, for that none of them was developed in a
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response to a transition quest. Liberalization of prices, which leads to high inflation. Macroeconomic
stabilization, which includes budget restrictions reducing the tax burden and monetary expansion crediting
small and medium enterprises to cope with inflation and economic recession. In its turn, the World Bank
expands IMF policies with an accent on economic development and economic growth Taylor, It similarly
stands for greater economic openness and market liberalization: The need in liberalization is a source of
agreement between the representatives of different theoretical approaches. Further on, gradualists stand for a
more case-oriented approach in working out policies for transforming societies, including the factors of
endogenous character that refer to their socio-political and economic determinants as well as previous
transformation experiences Pickel, Procedural implementation of the Washington Consensus delivers even
more questions. Thus, the balancing between budget restrictions and monetary expansion as well as between
reduced taxes and broadened tax base is very complex. How monetary expansion will be combined with a
struggle against inflation? How credit expansion will add to the development of small and medium
entrepreneurship under conditions of economic deterioration and social vulnerability? Nevertheless, fiscal and
monetary reforms can do very little in terms of real economy, economy of production. Similar claims refereed
to the countries of Latin America and turned out to be false. They believe that successful liberalization was
impossible in post-communist societies, as former administratively planned economies had no market
institutions at all. Institutional critique was crucial at the beginning of post-communist transformations, but is
it as valuable now as it was then? Popov claims that yes: Despite an observable change in post-communist
market institutionalization "Transition Report Decision-Making and Bureaucracy Apart from theoretical and
strategic gaps, the programs of international financial organizations undergo through particular procedures and
decisions, which can be of an additional concern for those who study their efficiency. Transparency and
non-bias nature of IMF dealsare also questioned. Therefore, geopolitical interests of powerful members affect
the decisions of the Fund, though the use of neoliberalism could also be explained by successful
implementation of monetarist policies in the past of capitalist states. The Fund has introduced a
non-conditioned credit line for developing states, but the majority of its borrowers do not fit into the category
of eligible candidates. Moreover, global financial crisis has magnified the number of total loans issued and led
to the increase of conditionality demands attached to them. The number of structural conditions imposed by
the IMF is also increasing, thus, strengthening the effect it has on the economies of affected states. Worked out
on the experience of advanced economies, the IMF and the World Bank reformation strategy is intruded as the
only way of transition that proved its efficiency in Poland, Chili, Ethiopia. But the list of succeeded states
cannot be a reason for its inflexibility as it often has been criticized and cannot be perfect by definition.
Conclusions Research on economic transition has become of a trend in the end of the XXth century, though no
common idea on what transition is has appeared since then and on. Particularly, because instead of combining
the best of developed practices in economic transformations, former communist states under the aegis of
international financial organizations keep on promoting a one-way strategy of neoliberal marketization.
Despite the vocal critique towards the work of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund Kolodko,
; Lavigne, ; Joseph E Stiglitz, , they remain the only international organizations the governments in need can
turn to. Still the strategies, which international financial organizations approach the developing states with,
should be individualized. In this respect, an importance of political economy for economic transition should
similarly apply to the work of international financial organizations. One cannot stress the importance of
democracy for economic equality without observing this rule on its own case. References [1] Alam, Q. Shock
therapy versus gradualism: International Business Research, 2 2 , p3. How capitalism was built: Why market
reform succeeded and democracy failed in Russia. World Development Report From Plan to Market Vol. The
rise and fall of neoliberalism: Strong and Equitable Growth: Fiscal Policy Can Make a Difference. From plan
to market: IMF and economic growth: The effects of programs, loans, and compliance with conditionality.
World development, 34 5 , The IMF and Ukraine: A theoretical framework for monetary analysis. The
Journal of Political Economy, Have we reached the end of history? An analysis of the policy conditions
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attached to IMF loans. European Network on Debt and Development Eurodad. Sustainable development, 13 1
, Economic Structure, Political Culture, and War. International Studies Quarterly, 48 4 , Successes and
failures of neoliberalism. Latin American Research Review, 39 3 , Lending by the IMF. What Is Keynesian
Economics? Gradualism versus shock therapy: Re interpreting the Chinese and Russian experiences. Asia
Pacific Business Review, 11 1 , Economies in Transition â€” 20 Years After. Eastern Economic Journal, Ten
years of post-socialist transition lessons for policy reform Vol. World Bank and IMF conditionality: Transition
from planned to market economy: Hungary and Poland compared. Studies in Comparative Communism, 25 4 ,
Economic policy reform in developing countries: Ten years of transition: Communist and Post-Communist
Studies, 33 4 , Industry and trade in some developing countries.
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Planned Economies And International Economic Organizations Planned economy wikipedia, a planned economy is a
type of economic system where investment and the allocation of capital goods take place according to.

In Havana in , the UN Conference on Trade and Employment concluded a draft charter for the ITO, known as
the Havana Charter, which would have created extensive rules governing trade, investment , services, and
business and employment practices. However, the United States failed to ratify the agreement. Meanwhile, an
agreement to phase out the use of import quotas and to reduce tariffs on merchandise trade, negotiated by 23
countries in Geneva in , came into force as the GATT on January 1, Although the GATT was expected to be
provisional, it was the only major agreement governing international trade until the creation of the WTO. The
GATT system evolved over 47 years to become a de facto global trade organization that eventually involved
approximately countries. Through various negotiating rounds, the GATT was extended or modified by
numerous supplementary codes and arrangements, interpretations, waivers, reports by dispute-settlement
panels, and decisions of its council. Other core components include the General Agreement on Trade in
Services GATS , which attempted to supervise and liberalize trade; the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects
of Intellectual Property Rights TRIPS , which sought to improve protection of intellectual property across
borders; the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes, which established
rules for resolving conflicts between members; the Trade Policy Review Mechanism, which documented
national trade policies and assessed their conformity with WTO rules; and four plurilateral agreements, signed
by only a subset of the WTO membership, on civil aircraft, government procurement, dairy products, and
bovine meat though the latter two were terminated at the end of with the creation of related WTO committees.
By the s the WTO had more than members. Objectives and operation The WTO has six key objectives: For
example, whereas the GATT focused almost exclusively on goodsâ€”though much of agriculture and textiles
were excludedâ€”the WTO encompasses all goods, services, and intellectual property, as well as some
investment policies. In addition, the permanent WTO Secretariat, which replaced the interim GATT
Secretariat, has strengthened and formalized mechanisms for reviewing trade policies and settling disputes.
Because many more products are covered under the WTO than under the GATT and because the number of
member countries and the extent of their participation has grown steadilyâ€”the combined share of
international trade of WTO members now exceeds 90 percent of the global totalâ€”open access to markets has
increased substantially. First, they attempt to protect the interests of small and weak countries against
discriminatory trade practices of large and powerful countries. Second, the rules require members to limit
trade only through tariffs and to provide market access not less favourable than that specified in their
schedules i. Third, the rules are designed to help governments resist lobbying efforts by domestic interest
groups seeking special favours. Although some exceptions to the rules have been made, their presence and
replication in the core WTO agreements were intended to ensure that the worst excesses would be avoided. By
thus bringing greater certainty and predictability to international markets, it was thought, the WTO would
enhance economic welfare and reduce political tensions. Members are committed not to take unilateral action
against other members. The procedures for dispute resolution under the GATT have been automated and
greatly streamlined, and the timetable has been tightened. If this fails, an independent panel is created to hear
the dispute. The panel submits a private draft report to the parties for comment, after which it may revise the
report before releasing it to the full WTO membership. As in the earlier GATT system, however, most
decisions are made by consensus. Unless one or both of the parties files a notice of appeal or the WTO
members reject the report, it is automatically adopted and legally binding after 60 days. The process is
supposed to be completed within nine months, and, if an appeal is lodged, the WTO Appellate Body hears and
rules on any claim of legal error within 60 days. Appellate rulings are automatically adopted unless a
consensus exists among members against doing so. Trade-policy reviews The WTO also seeks to increase
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awareness of the extent and effects of trade-distorting policies, a goal that it accomplishes through annual
notification requirements and through a policy-review mechanism. For many developing countries and
countries whose economies were formerly centrally planned, this requirement was a major step toward more
transparent governance. The process thus monitors the extent to which members are meeting their
commitments and provides information on newly opened markets. It also provides a firmer basis for
subsequent trade negotiations and the resolution of trade disputes. Assessment The pace of international
economic integration via the GATT and WTO rounds of multilateral trade negotiations has been slower and
less comprehensive than some members would prefer. Some have suggested that there should be additional
integration among subgroups of often neighbouring member economiesâ€”e. Notwithstanding the
most-favoured-nation clauses in the agreements establishing the WTO, the organization does allow such
preferential integration under certain conditions. The most common omissions from such agreements are
politically sensitive sectors such as agriculture. Beginning in the late s, the WTO was the target of fierce
criticism. Opponents of globalization , and in particular those opposed to the growing power of multinational
corporations , argued that the WTO infringes upon national sovereignty and promotes the interests of large
corporations at the expense of smaller local firms struggling to cope with import competition. Environmental
and labour groups especially those from wealthier countries have claimed that trade liberalization leads to
environmental damage and harms the interests of low-skilled unionized workers. Protests by these and other
groups at WTO ministerial meetingsâ€”such as the demonstrations in Seattle, Washington, U. In response to
such criticism, supporters of the WTO claimed that regulating trade is not an efficient way to protect the
environment and labour rights. Meanwhile, some WTO members, especially developing countries, resisted
attempts to adopt rules that would allow for sanctions against countries that failed to meet strict environmental
and labour standards, arguing that they would amount to veiled protectionism. Despite these criticisms ,
however, WTO admission remained attractive for nonmembers, as evidenced by the increase in the number of
members after Most significantly, China entered the WTO in after years of accession negotiations. The
conditions for Chinese membership were in some ways more restrictive than those for developing countries,
reflecting the concerns of some WTO members that the admission of such a large and still somewhat planned
economy might have an overall negative effect on free trade.
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By Leslie Kramer Updated January 9, â€” 9: Market economies and command economies occupy two polar
extremes in the organization of economic activity. The primary differences lie in the division of labor or
factors of production and the mechanisms that determine prices. The activity in a market economy is
unplanned; it is not organized by any central authority but is determined by the supply and demand of goods
and services. The United States, England, and Japan are all examples of market economies, as are most
developed, democratic nations. China, North Korea, and the former Soviet Union are all examples of
command economies. The most common title associated with a market economy is capitalism. Individuals and
businesses own the resources and are free to exchange and contract with each other without decree from
government authority. The collective term for these uncoordinated exchanges is the "market. Consumer
preferences and resource scarcity determine which goods are produced and in what quantity; the prices in a
market economy act as signals to producers and consumers who use these price signals to help make
decisions. Governments play a minor role in the direction of economic activity. Command Economy - Central
Direction Under a command economy, governments own all of the factors of production such as land, capital,
and resources, and government officials determine when, where and how much is produced at any one time.
This is also sometimes referred to as a "planned economy. Since decision-making is centralized in a command
economy, the government controls all of the supply and sets all of the demand. Prices cannot arise naturally
like in a market economy, so prices in the economy must be set by government officials. In a command
economy, macroeconomic and political considerations determine resource allocation, whereas, in a market
economy, the profits and losses of individuals and firms determine resource allocation. Key Figures and Their
Critiques Karl Marx , a German philosopher, argued that a market economy was inherently unequal and unjust
because power would be concentrated in the hands of the owners of capital. Marx is credited with coining the
term capitalism. John Maynard Keynes , an English economist, believed that pure market economies were
unable to effectively respond to major recessions and instead advocated for major government intervention to
regulate business cycles. Ludwig von Mises , an Austrian economist, argued that command economies were
untenable and doomed to failure because no rational prices could emerge without competing, private
ownership of the means of production. This would lead to necessarily massive shortages and surpluses. Milton
Friedman , an American economist, noted that command economies must limit individual freedom to operate.
He also believed that economic decisions in a command economy would be made based on the political
self-interest of government officials and not promote economic growth.
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Overview[ edit ] Economic systems is the category in the Journal of Economic Literature classification codes
that includes the study of such systems. One field that cuts across them is comparative economic systems ,
which include the following subcategories of different systems: Planning, coordination and reform. Productive
enterprises; factor and product markets; prices; population. Public economics; financial economics. National
income, product and expenditure; money; inflation. International trade, finance, investment and aid. Consumer
economics; welfare and poverty. Natural resources; energy; environment; regional studies. Political economy;
legal institutions; property rights. Decision-making structures of an economy determine the use of economic
inputs the factors of production , distribution of output, the level of centralization in decision-making and who
makes these decisions. Decisions might be carried out by industrial councils , by a government agency, or by
private owners. An economic system is a system of production, resource allocation, exchange and distribution
of goods and services in a society or a given geographic area. In one view, every economic system represents
an attempt to solve three fundamental and interdependent problems: What goods and services shall be
produced and in what quantities? How shall goods and services be produced? That is, by whom and with what
resources and technologies? For whom shall goods and services be produced? That is, who is to enjoy the
benefits of the goods and services and how is the total product to be distributed among individuals and groups
in the society? The system is stabilized through a combination of threat and trust, which are the outcome of
institutional arrangements. Methods of control over the factors or means of production: The means of
production may be owned privately, by the state, by those who use them, or be held in common. Economic
agents with decision-making powers can enter into binding contracts with one another. The two dominant
forms of coordination are planning and markets; planning can be either decentralized or centralized, and the
two coordination mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and often co-exist. It can be based on either material
reward compensation or self-interest or moral suasion for instance, social prestige or through a democratic
decision-making process that binds those involved. The incentive system may encourage specialization and
the division of labor. Economic actors include households, work gangs and production teams , firms,
joint-ventures and cartels. Economically regulative organizations are represented by the state and market
authorities; the latter may be private or public entities. A public choice mechanism for law-making,
establishing rules, norms and standards and levying taxes. The scarcity problem , for example, requires
answers to basic questions, such as what to produce, how to produce it and who gets what is produced. An
economic system is a way of answering these basic questions and different economic systems answer them
differently. Many different objectives may be seen as desirable for an economy, like efficiency , growth ,
liberty and equality. Economies that combine private ownership with market allocation are called "market
capitalism" and economies that combine private ownership with economic planning are labelled "command
capitalism" or dirigisme. Likewise, systems that mix public or cooperative ownership of the means of
production with economic planning are called "socialist planned economies" and systems that combine public
or cooperative ownership with markets are called "market socialism". Instead of looking at nominal
ownership, this perspective takes into account the organizational form within economic enterprises. The means
of production are primarily owned by private enterprises and decisions regarding production and investment
are determined by private owners in capital markets. Capitalist systems range from laissez-faire , with minimal
government regulation and state enterprise, to regulated and social market systems, with the aims of
ameliorating market failures see economic intervention or supplementing the private marketplace with social
policies to promote equal opportunities see welfare state , respectively. In socialist economic systems
socialism , production for use is carried out; decisions regarding the use of the means of production are
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adjusted to satisfy economic demand; and investment is determined through economic planning procedures.
There is a wide range of proposed planning procedures and ownership structures for socialist systems, with the
common feature among them being the social ownership of the means of production. This might take the form
of public ownership by all of the society, or ownership cooperatively by their employees. A socialist economic
system that features social ownership, but that it is based on the process of capital accumulation and utilization
of capital markets for the allocation of capital goods between socially-owned enterprises falls under the
subcategory of market socialism. By resource allocation mechanism[ edit ] The basic and general "modern"
economic systems segmented by the criterium of resource allocation mechanism are: Market economy "hands
off" systems, such as laissez-faire capitalism Mixed economy a hybrid that blends some aspects of both
market and planned economies Planned economy "hands on" systems, such as state socialism , also known as
"command economy" when referring to the Soviet model Other related types:
6: International Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization :: Science Publishing Group
The Planned Economies and International Economic Organizations is written at a time when the Soviet Union and other
centrally planned economies are seeking closer links with the mainstream world economy.

7: the planned economies of eastern europe | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
A planned economy is a type of economy consisting of a mixture of public ownership of the means of production and the
coordination of production anddistribution through state planning. Socialism has many variations, depending on the level
of planning versus market power, the organization of management, and the role of the state.

8: Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization - Elsevier
A planned economy is a type of economic system where investment and the allocation of capital goods take place
according to economy-wide economic and production plans. A planned economy may use centralized, decentralized or
participatory forms of economic planning.

9: Planned economy - Wikipedia
Three types of economic systems exist, each with their own drawbacks and benefits; the Market Economy, the Planned
Economy and the Mixed Economy. An economic system is loosely defined as country's plan for its services, goods
produced, and the exact way in which its economic plan is carried out.
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